RACISM AND THE NUMBERS GAME:
BLACK PEOPLE AND
THE 1980 CENSUS

by Gerald McWorter
THE THEORETICAL CONTEXT
Census day was April 1, 1980. The

U.S. Census Bureau is the major source

The census is a political act by the U.S.
of empirical data for the Social Sciences
government,
and it is a major social sciand the major data base on which governence research event. Overall, there are
mental policy is rationalized. This has infour dimensions to the census event.
creased in its importance since the first
U.S. Census in 1790, and it has never
The basic character of the entire socibeen more true than with the upcoming
ety as an advanced capitalist country is
20th Census of 1980. Some brief facts
dominant over virtually every major assuggest its magnitude and importance:pect of society. The capitalist system
1 - the cost was about 1 billion dollars

2- the staff included over 250,000

people

taken to this level requires that people

submit more and more of their lives to

the requirements of machine technol-

ogy.2 This is the core of the society, the
normative order of things. As one moves
4 - the count included over 33,000
to the periphery this is less so, and people
governmental units
are left to basic animal instincts except as
mediated by culture and social organizaThe 1980 Census is the biggest retion.
We can witness this tragic-comedy
search project in the history of the U.S.A.
in
racism
and the numbers game.
This article is about the impact that it will have
3 - the task was to count over 200 mil-

lion people

on black people, and what blacks should do in The

main ideological tenet of the

U.S.A. dominant capitalist culture is
response to the census.1 After placing the
reason, the correct philosophical stance
census in its proper theoretical context,
the main thrust of the article is to unbeing one of disinterestedness in all but
cover the historical lessons in how the
the most rational answer to every question.3 This is the basic ideological corcensus has treated blacks, to clearly derelate of the increasing importance of a
fine the current problems facing black
scientific approach to everyday life. Scipeople with the 1980 Census, and to critence
ically point the way forward toward posi- is in our everyday lies, with mathematics increasingly becoming the univertive and basic social change.
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Table 1. Racism and the Numbers Game in the USA: Current Conditions

Conditions of Society Conditions of Black People
(USA, advanced capitalist society) (Black Community, poor
oppressed nationality
1.

Ideology Reason Morality
2.

Science Mathematics increasingly becoming Math scores remain lowest for

the universal language for social Black students, and most Black
analysis. intellectuals remain in humanist

(and all information systems) literary tradition

3.

Social Bureaucratic specialization, research Charismatic Patriarchy, personal
Organization and technology. loyalty and public relations
4.

Politics Statistical analysis of large bodies Affective rhetoric rationalizes
of aggregate data used to rationalize politici demands based on felt
policy. needs.

sal language for
very farthe
from our processing
folk roots in the rural
formation, and
allon typ
south, making
black people still operate
basic
yses. This is reflected
in
virtu
fundamental (bible-based)
Christian
ethlarge scale (and
every
succes
ics. The key ideological category is morscale) form of
organization,
be
ality,
not reason. In this sense, "under-

standing"
is often
based more on culture
is characterized
by
bureaucrati
and religion
than on logic
zation and led
by (experience),
its investm

and abstractions (reason). Black(the
people
development
came
off
the
farm
to
the
factory,
and
application of technology)

search
and

and

epistemologically
have remained close to
Computers,
technology
as

the material reality of their experiences.
with applied mathematics
and
However,
while this is used
often a spontanare increasingly
being
to
eous
process
unregulated
and
undiscigovernmental policy.4 This is t
plined, logic
based the
on material
reality, is
pect of "Racism
and
Numb
be found within
it.5 1980
A black purposeful
Black People toand
the
Ce
perspective
requires
both an experiential
political fight
over
public
poli
base in thesolution
black experience, and is
the racial change. The
t

tional uncovering
of the material logic
power to develop,
legislate,
a
within that experience.6
alize public policy,
and generat
The direct correlate
thisdiffer
situation is
and analysis that
has ofa
the low skill level
black students in the
profound purpose
toof it.
Within this overall context of the soci-

area of mathematics, statistics, and other
ety, black people are mostly locked into forms of logical analysis. This is further
the opposite end of the spectrum. Not soreinforced by blacks being concentrated
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in the more humanistic approach. In addition, the modus operandi of most black
social organization is still linked to the
rural southern past, and based on some
form of charismatic patriarchy with the

key organizational components being
personal loyalty and public relations. In
general, this results in a political style that

uses effective rhetoric to rationalize poli-

tical demands.

slaves should be included in the formu

for political representation. Here it is a
solutely obvious that the census count
blacks was in essence an issue concerni
vested interest, and not one based main

on a categorically moral or scientif

stand.

A compromise was struck by only countin

315 of each black person for the purposes
taxation and political representation.

This is the context for a more general This solution must be interpreted i

two ways. (1) The positive side is th
understanding of the 1980 Census and

blacks were counted, and we have a bas
its relationship to black people. The key
for concrete empirical analysis. The 3/
focus must be on the political dimension,
clause "was included in the constitution
something that the masses of people can
to encourage the Southern states to ratify
grasp and move on right now. The orit. In census history, however, it was a
ganizational, scientific, and ideological

guarantee that the Negro would be
dimensions must be worked on as part of

counted regularly. Had the clause not
an overall strategy to transform all of
been
included, there is a strong likelisociety and make science available to

everyone to use for positive ends.

hood that the black man, like the Indian,

would not have been enumerated at all

before the Civil War."8 (2) On the other
hand, the 3/5 clause represents the first
undercount. This has been reIt is very useful to examine theblack
historical origin and development of the
census
garded as the key constitutionally based

THE CENSUS IN BLACK HISTORY

because it so clearly points outpolitical
the es-definition of blacks: less than
In the context of our current
sence of each historical periodhuman.
of the
black experience. It all begins with
the
concern we can clearly see this as placing
founding of the country, when
the undercount at 40% (in 1790
the official
U.S.A. was the first country to constiturepresenting over 200,000 people). Le-

tionally require a periodic census.
galized racism, pure and simple.
The Constitutional Convention The
(1787)
historical experience of black peo-

faced many critical questions,ple
not
in the
the U.S.A. falls into three modal
least of which was to devise a system
of of experience, each defined
categories
taxation, and a system for democratic
poprimarily (though not exclusively) in
litical representation. At the heart
ofthe dominant mode of producterms of
these two issues was the question
of how
tion.9
Throughout the history of this

to treat blacks.7 This was a critical
ques-there have always been differcountry,
tion since some form of population
cen- of production simultaneously
ent modes
sus was generally accepted as the co-existing
basis for within the same socio-eco-

taxation and representation. The
states
nomic
formation and its accompanying
with small black populations wanted
tostate.10 The black experience
capitalist
consider blacks as property and
has hence
been one of slavery, tenant farming,
count blacks only as the basis for
andhigher
industrial work, and within each pertaxes to be paid by states with large
blackand unskilled service work, alforming
populations. On the other hand,
thedirtiest, lowest paying kinds of
ways the
black populated areas held that somehow
jobs.11
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it. However, this is not a complete picture. Based on the legacy of slavery the
economic partners were quite unequal,
and rather than being partners this can

SLAVERY: What is slavery?
Slavery is basically a system of political
economy in which the production process is carried out by slaves, human be-

be more correctly defined as the oppressor and the oppressed. The Black

ings owned as property by other human beings. Slaves work under direct

far mer/ worker was illiterate, had a lim-

coercion, and the product of their labor
is entirely owned by their owner. Until

ited experience in making such con-

tracts, and because he owned very little,

after the Civil War and the elimination

of slavery, a Black person was listed on

was dependent upon the credit of the
landowner for survival from xrop to
crop. Moreover the economic basis for

The main census example from the

edness.14

the census as a number never as a name. 1 2

the negation of his freedom was indebt-

slave period is the infamous 1840 Census

of the Insane.13 In 1840 the census col-

This is the period when black people

were finally transformed into a distinct
lected data on the incidence of insanity
nationality with its own Afro- American
and idiocy.
identity. In this context DuBois chal-

lenged the 12th Census to have more
Table 2. Ratio of Insanity,
scientific
data to analyze the black condi1840 Census by Race and Region
tion. He called for the census

White Black

to class those of African descent to-

gether and not compound with them

groups socially so diverse above all, the
Negro statistics should be so collected
to be easily segregated and counted by

South 1 out of 945 1 out of 1 ,558
North 1 out of 995 1 out of 145

themselves. Special pains should be

taken to count and classify returns as to
. The census produced official Negroes
statistics
some what minutely and elabthat supposedly proved thatorately
the most
in a special census volume.15

"crazy" were free blacks in the North, (1

volume
was published in 1904 by
out of 145), the most "sane"This
were
black
the
Bureau
of
slaves in the South, (1 out of 1,558) and the Census, Negroes in the
United
States.
The historical example of
whites virtually the same all
over
the
gross
distortion and anti-scientific treatcountry. Scholars and blacks
protested

this racist attack but the results of this

ment of blacks in census statistics that

census were used by major public offi-best exemplifies this period concerns the

cials to justify public policy. These resultsdata

have never been officially repudiated

and the record set straight.
RURAL TENANCY: What is this?
In theory, the tenant system was simply

from 1860 to 1920.16

Table 3. Negro Popula
and Decennial Increase

1860-1920 Estimate fo
Number % increase % increase

a contractual arrangement by which a

landowner would exchange the use of 1860 4,441,830 22.1 22.1

land and perhaps tools, seed, and "fur- 1870 4,880,009 9.9 21.4
nishings" for either cash or a share of 1880 6,580,793 34.9 22.0
the profits and/or produce (crops). At 1890 7,488,676 13.8 17.6

this level, such an economic arrange- 1900 8,833,994 18.0 13.8

ment appears to be a free exchange in 1910 9,927,763 11.2 11.2
which the economic partners have the 1920 10,463,013 6.5 9.6
freedom to an arrangement or to leave
PAGE 64
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The important critique of this data
came from Professor Kelly Miller, Professor of Mathematics and Sociology at
Howard University, in a 1922 article entitled "Enumeration Errors in the Negro

Population":
Various enumerations of the Negro
population by the census office since

Once the population firmly became a

urban population (in the 1920s f

whites, and 19f}0s for blacks), then it b
came necessary and possible for the sci
entific study of population to improve

measurement and statistical calculations.

So, the census has been carefully studied

to determine the source of error for the

last five census enumerations. This process has clearly identified a population unThese enumerations have been not
dercount with whites being missed at 1 to
only inherently erroneous, but so con4 percent, and blacks being missed from
flicting and inconsistent as to demand
7 to 10 percent. Increasingly, the undercalculated corrections.17
1860 have not been very flattering to
the scientific reputation of the Bureau.

Professor Miller demonstrated that

count is of major consequence in the

overall sense, it is the main issue facing

when you use the reasonable assumpblack people concerning the 1980

tions of error made by the CensusCensus.
Bur-

eau itself to correct the figures, it is possiIt is necessary to treat this undercount

ble to estimate a population profile
thatin three ways: (1) how is it measissue
follows a historically feasible pattern.
ured, (2) what is its political impact, and
(3) what can be done about it?
By making the estimated corrections
for acknowledged error in the census

THE BLACK UNDERCOUNT
of 1870 and 1890, decadal growth from
1880 to 1890 would be reduced and

from 1890 to 1900 increased, so as to There are two basic ways that demog-

raphers measure the population under
produce reasonable conformity with
count:
the post-enumeration survey and
the laws of normal growth.18
URBAN INDUSTRY: What is this?

the analytical techniques of demog
raphy. The post enumeration surve

(PES) is an attempt to duplicate the censusof
on a smaller scale and find sources of
In the cities, the factory is the unit

production, and the concentration oferror.
ac- This was actually tried after the

1950
tivity leads to the bureaucratization
of and 1960 census enumerations.
There are five major issues that deterbusiness and government. In the city
mine the usefulness of a census post
black people are drawn more fully into
enumeration survey: representativethe main stream of capitalist develop-

ment than ever before. After the crisis
ness of the sample, accuracy of responses, availability of the data, timing of
plunged capitalism itself into imperialist
World War, black people were rippedthe
offinterview survey, and its cost.

the land and thrown into the cities to
work. This continued until the next

The basic results were useful but not

definitive: Analysis showed that the
PES was very successful in finding
World War when migration made a giant
space
that the original census enumeraincrease. Black people became firmly entor had missed but was much less effectrenched in the black urban ghettoes, the
tive in uncovering missed persons ghettoes became the center of social life,
those residing in previously enumerand with its deterioration the ghetto beated space who were unreported and

came a place of sorrow and despairthose
- without any clearly recognizable

unemployment and social decay.19

place of residence.20
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Overall, for blacks, the sample size is so
small that this method reveals very little
for understanding the black undercount.

However, two important national surveys by blacks will come out soon and
there will be much to learn since they are
being done in the same year (at least) of
the 1980 census: one is a national survey
of the National Urban League's Research
Department headed by Dr. Robert Hill,
and the other at the University of Michi-

gan headed by Dr. James Jackson.

mained constant. In other terms blacks

were undercounted (6.6%) in 1960 about
3 times whites (2.5%), while young adult
blacks were undercounted 5 times

(12.2%).
The age ratio is formed by dividing the

number of persons in one five year age
group by the average of the numbers in
the two adjacent five year age groups.
The assumption is that a normal distribu-

tion of age would result in equality, an
age ratio of 1. However, major white demographers have shown that black people do not report accurate age data about

The analytical techniques of demography fall into two categories, those
4 times as frequently as whites, and
based pn the logical coherence of the
census data under question (especially therefore, using age ratios is not a good

the sex ratio and the age ratio), and those

approach to dealing with the census un-

based on comparing the census with dercount of blacks.

other government generated data (especially the vital statistics and selective service records). This is the heart of the num-

bers game, these are the questions for the

advanced players in a game where you
can make up your own rules.
A ratio is determined by dividing one
quantity by another, and then sometimes
multiplying it by 100. The sex ratio is the
number of men divided by the number
of women, multiplied by 100. The general pattern is for more men to be born
than women, but men have shorter life
spans.

The use of vital statistics became stan-

dardized with the legislation setting up
the Death Registration Area (1870) and
the Birth Registration Area (1915), but
did not cover the entire country until
1933 and 1935 respectively. These statistics are nearly as complete as the census,
though within relatively small percent-

ages the blacks are 3 times as under-

represented as the whites.
Another set of data is Selective Service

Data based on registration for the
draft.21 The Selective Training and Serv-

ice Act of 1940 stipulated that all men

Table 4. Comparative Black-

White Sex Ratios, 1910 and 1960
White Black Black, ages
Total Total 20-39

1910 102.7 98.9 99.7
1960 97.5 93.4 87.8
Difference 5.2 5.5 11.9

between ages of 2 1 and 25 had to regis-

ter. This is the most complete armed

forces enrollment data, although there is
some data on World War I enrollment.

Using the enrollment figures to measure
the census undercount for the two wars
revealed that for whites the undercount

changed from 10% in 1920 to 4% in

1940, while for blacks the 1940 undercount was about 15%. It is clear that one

of the uses of statistical data from the
These data demonstrate that there has

1 980 registration for the draft will be the

been a significant decline for black youngevaluation of the 1980 census, and a

adults while the overall picture has re-more precise measurement of exactly
PAGE66
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who and how black young adults are

missed.

Overall the undercount has three main

The legal, constitutional, battle ove

this is centuries old: with the first petitio

by blacks for political freedom being i
sources: (1) the Census Bureau failed tothe 18th century, the 15th constitution
make an all out effort based on class and
amendment granting blacks the right
racial bias of white middle class census
vote being in the 19th century, and th
enumerators, and lack of follow
more recent congressional legislation
protecting blacks' right to vote being i
through; (2) the system of exploitation
the 20th century. These legal measur
and oppression that black people suffer

forces many to lead marginal lives have
(with- outlawed such practices as th

grandfather clause, the poll tax, th
out permanent residence, or transient
for some other reasons, low level of
lit- primary and gerrymandering.
white
disenfranchisement has been ou
eracy, and living in hard to reach jure
places,
lawed.
etc.); and (3) black resistance to the
cen-

sus based on a view that the information

Now we face a more dangerous and

will be mainly used to the determent ofsinister new type of de facto disenfranblacks rather than in the interests of
chisement. The new attack is not against
helping black people.
voting rights. The new attack is against
The first problem has been attacked
by
the
potential of blacks to elect black pubsetting up the Community Service Prolic officials, by listing the districts with
gram of the Census Bureau where majority
peoblack population. The census is
ple are trained to go into the community
the basis for apportionment of political
and do local public relations and hired
districts: all congressional, state and local
local residents to be the main enumeraoffices are involved. By law, the Bureau
tors in their own neighborhoods. Howof the Census must provide the President
ever, the second and third sources of the
with population figures for reapportionproblem have not been so easily dealt
ment by January 1, 1981. So, if the cenwith.
sus does not accurately count blacks, then
black political potential will be decreased
in the apportionment process.
THEORY OF THREE EVILS
Current estimates are for the North-

This leads to the next question,
what
east to
lose eight congressional seats, and

difference does the census undercount

the North Central to lose six. On the

make? Why is the census undercount other
imhand, the West will gain eight and

portant? There are three main reasons
the South six (Florida three, Texas two,

that the census undercount is important,
and Tennessee one). Political power is
the theory of three evils: the evil ofshifting
the
in this country away from the old
new disenfranchisement, the evil of industrial
the
centers, and away from the
new disinheritance, and the evil of the
concentrations of black population.

new illiteracy.

The fight for political freedom has
been a long and arduous one for black
people, being a fight for democratic inclusion in the American political system.
The fight to vote, to elect blacks to office,

and to get favorable legislation and court
decisions have been the main tactics.

Many of the seats being lost are seats that

black people occupy, and while in the

new elections some of the black incum-

bents will win in newly drawn districts,
not all of them will. We can expect to see
fewer and fewer black elected representation - the current political motion in
the U.S.A. today is backward.
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Table 5. Losses in Revenue Sharing Funds Based on 1970 Census Uiidercount.
States:

Cities:

New York $15,087,157 New York $6,732,020

California 14,875,176 Chicago 2,454,689
Illinois 7,520,829 Los Angeles 1 ,07 1 ,789

Pennsylvania 6,743,995 Philadelphia 1,704,039

there
are
revenue sharing
The next major evil we
face
islosses
the in
evil
funds.22
of disinheritance, the failure of the economy to provide the means
black
peoThe for
third new
evil we
face is the evil of
ple to lead decent lives with a good stanthe new illiteracy. After the Civil War
dard of living. After the (not so) Civil
black people faced the evil of the old

War, blacks were disinherited when the
illiteracy, the inability to read and write
promise of reconstruction fell by the
the English language. This was immediwayside, no 40 acres and a mule and new
ately addressed by the reconstruction
apartheid type legislation (Jim Crow seggovernments focusing on establishing
regation) based on returning the south to
public schools in the South. Today, we
the rule of the plantation owners. After
face a new problem. The new illiteracy is
blacks joined the working class in fightthe inability to use advanced mathemating for survival subsidy (unemployment
ics, statistics, and computers.

compensation, social security, etc.) the
Recent data released by the Educarising mountain of inflation has beat
tional income,
Testing Service
clearly demondown everyone on a fixed
and
strates the problem blacks face in matheforced people into subhuman levels of
matics, in secondary and higher educaexistence (e.g. people now
rival dogs in
tion.23

their consumption of dog food!).
The SAT is taken
by high
school students
The federal government
now
uses
census data to allocate about 50 billion
on their way to college, and the GRE is
dollars across a wide variety of programs.
taken by college students on their way to
Undercounting blacks means that those
graduate school. Note that the situation
areas and governmental units will not
getsbeworse: the SAT scores got worse
eligible for their proper amounts, during
e.g., the 1970s and the relative weak-

Table 6. Comparative Math Test Scores, 1972- 1978
White

Scholastic

Chicano

Aptitude

Test

1976-1977

490

Black

(SAT) 1972-1977 avg. 493 412 359
SAT

412

355

Graduate Record Exam

(GRE) 1 978 (avg. of 2 tests) 538 438 365
(Each test has possible scores from 200 to 800.)
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ness of black scores get worse from the
SAT to the GRE. Why is this important?

Jack M. Niles of the University of
Southern California says the number of
small computers will grow from about
250,000 today to more than 40 million
in the 1990s, and that means "compu-

moral weakness by individual blacks who

should be called to turn themselves in,

i.e., to fill out their census forms. In the

era of Cointelpro, Watergate, and
Nixon, we reject this as a defensible posi-

tion.

Another opposite, though still incorrect, approach is totally negative toward
the census. A super militant posture that
We see this now in the revision of college
says (a) the census is used for collecting
curriculum with an increased emphasis
key information, (b) key information is
on quantitative methods and computer
used to control blacks, (c) therefore, the
technology. Black people face a new illitcensus is bad and we shouldn't have anyeracy and a new challenge to compete.
thing to do with the census. This is wrong
because while a and b are true, the conSOLUTION FOR THE CENSUS
clusion should not be c, fatalistic withBLACK UNDERCOUNT
drawal. The net effect of withdrawal is to
ter literacy will be absolutely essential in
the next decade."24

Now we turn to the last question:
What
abandon
the masses of people. Our re-

can be done about the black undercount?

sponse must be to organize a political
fight in which we educate and mobilize
How can this problem be solved? Else-

where we put our basic orientation in the
the masses to fight the government for
following words:
basic and fundamental social change.
Politically, there will never be a consensus on statistical fact as long as the statistics reflect a world in which Blacks are

the downtrodden poor, and in which

middle class whites run the census (for
the ruling class) are the demographers,

and can determine "reality" whether

they use the census or not.25

The correct approach is to wage a political fight to officially adjust the census

figures, using the plan devised by Dr.

Robert Hill, Research Director of the Na-

tional Urban League- The Synthetic
Method. The key assumption is that the

undercount for each age-sex-race cate-

Overall, as long as the government is in gory (e.g. young black men) in every locthe hands of the U.S. imperialist classality is the same as it is nationally. Therethen the census will always be a tool usedfore, specific undercount rates can be
against the masses of people. However,estimated. The census figure for a specifthis should not mean that people ignore ic age-sex-race category in every commuthe census, or even more to our detri-nity will be increased by the percentage

ment, embrace it with open arms andundercount.
focus only on the moral cry "Stand Up The census currently imputes (statisand Be Counted."
tically creates) a certain percentage of
One incorrect approach is positive todata, but it continues to allow a large
ward the Census: "Make Black Count"
black undercount. The political fight to
"Stand Up and be Counted!" This view
is
adjust
the census is not merely academic
based on the incorrect analysis that the
(statistical), it is a fight over political

government is neutral, that one's perpower and economic resources. The

sonal identity will be kept confidential.
It
politics
of this fight for reform fits our
is also based on the incorrect notion that
overall campaign for Revolutionary Black

the black undercount is caused by
a
Power.
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Unity can be achieved when faced with

a common enemy and Black Unity can
most easily be developed when fighting
against an all out racist attack. The census black undercount is just such a political attack. Virtually every sector of the
black community agrees that the census

the University of Chicago, November 30-December 1, 1979. The proceedings of this conference
have been published and are available from Peoples College Press.
2. À liberal critique of technocracy and its

rationalization of social life came forward in the

1950s. See David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd

(1951) and William H. Whyte, The Organization
Man (1956). However, while we have some inis wrong and that we should adjust it. sightful analysis, these works lack a program for
change. A more recent critique can be found in
More education should take place, espe- Feinberg and Rosemont, eds., Works Technology
cially to counter-attack the media blitz and Education, especially the articles by Benne,
Wortofsky, and Ihde.
around April 1, 1980. And organizations
3. General philosophical examples of this in
should publicize their support of adjustearly classic 20th century American intellectual
ment. Everyone supports this; This is history are Alfred North Whitehead, Science and
Black Power.
the Modern World (1925) and George Santayana,
The Life of Reason (five volumes, 1905-06). A more
Revolutionary Black Power goes furrecent sociological summary of the social function
ther. The government is not capableand
of consequence of science is Science and the Social
Order ( 1962) by Bernard Barber.
taking a truthful census, because a useful
4. See Clark C. Abt, "Social Science Recensus would give statistics on who exsearch and the Modern State" in (special issue) The
ploits black people, how much, who
State of Daedalus, Vol. 108, No. 4, Fall 1979, pp.

89-100.
gained profits from investments in illegal
activities, the total network of corporate 5. In sum, it is discovering the dialectical
logic within a materialist worldview that repreownership, detailed statistical profilessents
of a scientific understanding. Basic reading on

everyone earning over $1,000,000 pet
this

should include MaosTse-Tung, "On Practice"

and "On Contradiction." Also, see Maurice Cornyear, etc. As long as the government repforth, Science and Idealism (1947).
resents the rich, it will conduct an unfair 6. Overall, the historical develoment of

census, unfair to the poor.
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King reveal the two
opposite poles of this black dialectical reality, with
However, to be alienated from it is not
both in opposition to oppression and exploitation.

enough. We must develop a will to fight 7. Alterman, Hyman, Counting People: The
against it. We must develop clear political
Census in History ( 1 909) , see chapter 2 , "The Road
to Article 1, Section 2," pp. 177-192; Scott, Ann,
targets that undercut the legitimacy of
Census, USA: Fact Finding for the American People,
the government, unite the vast majority
1790-1970, (1968), pp. 12-15.
8. Alterman, p. 266.

of people and organizations, and

strengthen the will to fight.

The U.S. capitalist class is consolidatfers

9. Mode of production is a concept that reto a system of production within which there is

ing its position in 1980 with three major
a quality of technological development, and a social organization of production based on ownerevents: the census, the draft, and the
ship and labor. The main way the system produces
presidential election. We must fight back wealth and sustains itself. See Althusser, Balibar
against every one of these events. This and Establet, Reading Capital (1970); Hendess and
article is a contribution to fighting one ofHerst, Pre Capitalist Modes of Production (1975);

the three.
Notes

Michel Aglietta, A Theory of Capitalist Regulation
( 1976); and James A. Geschwender, Racial Stratification in America ( 1978).

10. See Barrington Moore, Social Origins of

Dictatorship
and Democracy (1966) pp. 115-132;
1. This paper represents the position
of
Peoples College, and was a key presentation "Three
made Forms of American Capitalist Growth";

Douglas
at the recent conference on "Black People and
the F. Dowd, The Twisted Dream: Capitalist Development in the U.S. Since 1776 (1974); and James
1980 Census: A Conference on the Population
O'Connor,
"The Twisted Dream," Monthly Review
Undercount." The Conference was sponsored
by
( 1975),
the Illinois Council for Black Studies and held
at a book review.
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1 1 . See Introduction to Afro-American Studies,

Volumes 1 and 2 (1978), Peoples College Press.

Especially Vol. 1, chapters 4, 5 and 6.
12. Ibid., p. 108 (Vol. 1).
13. See Alterman, pp. 269-274.

New from

Penn State Press

14. Introduction to Afro-American Studies, Vol.

l,pp. 161-162.

15. DuBois, W. E. B., "The Twelfth Census

Black Africa

and the Negro Problem," Southern Workman
and De Gaulle
(1915), p. 307.
16. See especially Kelley Miller, EnumeraFrom the French

tion Errors in the Negro Population," The Scientific

Monthly, Vol. XIV, February 1922, pp. 168-177.
1 7. Alderman, op. cit., p. 277.
18. Miller, op. cit., p. 171.
19. Introduction to Afro American Studies, op.

cit.

20. Heer, pp. 62-63.

2 1. See Price (1947), Meyers (1948) and Zelnik (1969); Daniel Price, "A Check on Underenumeration in the 1940 Census," American Sociological Review (1947), R. J. Myers, "Under enum-

eration in the Census as Indicated by Selective

Service Data," American Sociological Review (1948);
Melvin Zelnik, "The Census and Selective Service/' Eugenics Quarterly (1969).
22. For the entire study write Research De-

partment National Urban League, Washington,

to Independence

Empire

Dorothy Shipley White

Focusing on President de Gaulle's role, this book
describes and analyzes the coming of
independence to the former French colonies of

sub-Saharan Africa.

384 pp. 16 ill. $14.95

Tanzania's

Human Revolution
James N. Karioki

By its steadfast opposition to all forms of

inhumanity, including racism, Tanzania has
become a moral force in Africa and the world.
264 pp. 2 maps $12.95

DC.

23. The Chronicle of Higher Education, January
Axum

7, 1980, p. 5.
Yuri
24. Ine Lhampaign-U roana News-Gazette,
Jan-M.

Kobishchanov
Translated by Lorraine T. Kapitanoff

uary 13, 1980,p.B-15.
25. For a full statement on Revolutionary
Edited by Joseph W. Michels
Black Power write Peoples College, P.O.
Box
The
most up-to-date and authoritative work on the

7696, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

history and culture of the Axumite civilization of

highland Ethiopia.
330 pp. $17.95

Previously Published

The African Dream: Martin R.
Delany and the Emergence of
Pan-African Thought
CyriJ E. Griffith
168 pp. $11.75

The Pennsylvania State
University Press

215 Wagner Building

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
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CORRECTIONS: RACISM AND THE NUMBERS GAME: BLACK PEOPLE AND THE 1980 CENSUS

Source: The Black Scholar, Vol. 11, No. 6, THE BLACK STRUGGLE: Miami & the Caribbean
(July/August 1980)
LRDC AND ANTHROPOLOGY at University of

ASSISTANT UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN (Per-

sonnel). Administers the personnel functions of Pittsburgh are seeking an educational or

the University Library. Responsible for the psychological anthropologist with Ph.D. for a
development, implementation, monitoring, tenure track position. Responsibilities include
assessment and modification of the library's per- leading a program of research on aspects of
sonnel services. Participates in geneneral ad- teaching and learning in non-formal settings,
ministrative planning and budgeting processes and teaching/guiding anthropology students.
in the University Library. Responsible for Send resume, inquiry, and papers to Gaea
organization and staffing of the Library Person- Leinhardt, LRDC, 3939 O'Hara St., Pittsburgh,
PA. 15260
nel Office, organization and operation of
recruiting, interviewing, selecting, placing and
removal. Supervises the staff development pro-

gram. Counsels employees and advises the

University Librarian and other library administrative officers and managers on personnel mat-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ters. Qualifications: Evidence of ability to ad-

ministrate in a complex organizational environ-

ment and to articulate goals and programs.

Competence in planning, setting objectives and

ARTISTS/WRITERS/MUSICIANS retreat locat-

priorities, communicating, and organizing for ed on 150 acres in the Massachusetts Berkeffective action. Normally, a candidate must shires. Residency Program: $250 per month.
have a degree from a library school with an ac- Summer Session: $800. June 28- August 23,
credited program. Salary: from $25,200. Send 1981. Families welcome in summer. For apstatement of qualifications, full resume, names plication, write: Arts Community, Cummof at least three (3) references to Thomas Fry,
ington, MA. 01026. (413) 634-2172.
Chair, Search Committee, College Library, 232
Powell Library Building, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Closing date for DONT JUST BUY AN ARTIFACT- EXPLORE
A CULTURE! For a few dollars, you can exapplications: October 1, 1980. UCLA is an
equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. perience East African culture. You can get an
original, hand-carved ebony wood tribal head
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINof a Masi woman or man, or a Maconde man but -more importantly, you will receive informaEERING (Surveying and Photogrammetry)
tion on the culture and traditions of the
University of Missouri-Columbia. Tenure track
Maconde
or Masi tribes. The supply is limited,
position involving teaching, research, and
extension. Resumes should be sent to: Dr. JohnsoT.hurry and select your choice of carvings and
O'Connor, Chairman, Department of Civilsend
En- $10.95 plus 50$ postage and handling for
each to: J.R. Katabaruki, P.O. Box 23165,
gineering, 2002 Engineering Building, UniverD.C. 20024. Please allow 6-8
sity of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia,Washington,
MO
65211.
weeks for delivery.

CORRECTIONS

In the March/ April "Black Politics" issue of

THE BLACK SCHOLAR an article entitled

"Racism and the Numbers Game" was published with the author's by-line listed as Ger-

ald Me Worter. This was our error - the au-

thor is Abdul Alkalimat of Peoples College.
The political culture of naming and renaming has been an important aspect of antiimperialist black cultural resistance, and THE

BLACK SCHOLAR respects this practice.
* * *

THE BLACK SCHOLAR extends its apology to Calvin Hernton, Carolyn Rodgers
and Deborah Major for the typographical

error in the spelling of their names in the

May/June 1980 issue of THE BLACK

SCHOLAR.

